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Comparison of operational availability of public city buses
by analysis of variance
Porównanie gotowości autobusów komunikacji miejskiej
z zastosowaniem metody analizy wariancji*
This paper analyses the influence of selected factors of operational availability of public city buses from the Municipal Transport
Company (MPK) in Lublin based on a case study for two makes of buses: Solaris and Mercedes-Benz. The study investigated
changes in operational availability in a function of operating time with a division into two periods of operation: warranty and
post-warranty. To evaluate the significance of differences between average operational availability with regards to the above periods, one-way analysis of variance was applied. The results demonstrate that in the warranty period the operational availability
of both makes of buses is similar, while the post-warranty period reveals a significant difference, with the operational availability
being higher for Mercedes buses. As a result, this method can be of use for investment projects during purchase of new vehicles.
Keywords: public city buses, analysis of variance, ANOVA, operational availability.
Celem pracy była analiza wpływu wybranych czynników gotowości technicznej autobusów komunikacji miejskiej na przykładzie
autobusów marki Solaris i Mercedes-Benz w Miejskim Przedsiębiorstwie Komunikacyjnym (MPK) w Lublinie. Przeprowadzono
badania zmian gotowości technicznej w funkcji czasu użytkowania z podziałem na dwa okresy użytkowania: gwarancyjny i pogwarancyjny. Do sprawdzenia istotności różnic średnich wartości gotowości technicznej, w zależności od marki autobusów oraz
w zależności od okresów eksploatacji zastosowano jednoczynnikową analizę wariancji. Wykazano, że w okresie gwarancyjnym
gotowość techniczna autobusów obu marek jest porównywalna, natomiast w okresie pogwarancyjnym jest istotnie różna, wyższa
dla autobusu marki Mercedes. W rezultacie metoda ta może zostać użyta do programu inwestycyjnego podczas zakupu nowych
pojazdów.
Słowa kluczowe: autobusy komunikacji miejskiej, analiza wariancji, ANOVA, gotowość techniczna.

1. Introduction
There are numerous works on availability studies, among others. In [3] a general overview of main strategies and technical steps
which should be taken when designing an optimum public transportation system. Operational availability as a characteristic of transportation systems is used for analysis of so-called fast reaction systems in
random moments of operations (t), for example air force, emergency
medical services, fire brigades or public transportation systems [5].
Analysis of availability of different systems has been researched into
by many studies in recent years. Nowadays it is applied in many sectors of the industry, including aircraft and defense sectors as well as
power engineering and transportation. In [5] the authors present the
possibilities of application of the RAM (Reliability, Availability and
Maintainability) model in industry to identify unreliable devices with
respect to operation-related frequent failures or requirements.
In [23] the authors investigate the dependencies between availability and maintainability of transportation modes and the costs of
unplanned breaks and vehicle operation. The authors developed an
economically-optimum model of implementation for inspection and
technical services that was based on current data on vehicle damage.
The study [19] examined several scenarios regarding the reliability
of buses and repair service employees’ shift system in a transport
company to increase the vehicle’s availability and reduce costs of the

whole system regarding its disturbance at vehicle failure. In [18] and
[28] the authors present an optimization model of public transportation considering the design of transit routes, selection of modes of
transportation and timetables. The study [24] presents a method of designing the availability of technological objects, and in [10] a theory
pertaining to semi-Markov processes was used based on the authentic
municipal transport system. In [2] the authors identified the object’s
aptitude condition, and thus optimal control processes of operation
and service of particular objects on the example of public transportation bus engines.
In [27] the authors present different methods applied to estimate
a functional form between overall quality of service and explanatory
variables, including questionnaire items related to satisfaction accessibility (availability, information, time characteristics of service, customer service, comfort, safety, infrastructure and environment).
The operational availability index was mainly used for bus schedule reliability and current monitoring of transportation systems, especially vehicle punctuality [3, 4, 26] however, it was not often used
to control quality management systems and maintenance of a given
make of a vehicle.
The municipal transport company should assure a continuous monitoring on maintenance process in terms of current availability of used
fleet. Resting on this assumption, the authors of the paper conducted
studies on operational availability of buses of the selected makes from
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the Municipal Transport Company (MPK) in Lublin during 6 years of
their operation. This paper includes the findings of previous studies
presented in [16] and [17] which are related to operational availability
and reliability of buses. Also, the paper [12] presented some aspects
of operation of the municipal transport system in the city of Lublin.
In the present paper, the study period of the sample is extended and
analysis by the one-way ANOVA method is conducted.

2. Theoretical aspects of operational availability of
public buses and ANOVA analysis
The availability of a technical object is defined as the probability
of an object’s usability [13]. It is interpreted as the probability of an
object’s ability to undertake work in a defined time [9, 20]. When
a system is in standby, this means that the system is neither out of
operation due to preventive maintenance service nor useless due to
failure. Thus, the object’s availability depends not only on maintenance-related breaks, but also on the probability of the system’s not
performing its assigned functions (failure effect) [21]. The aim of effective maintenance is to reduce the time of unplanned system breaks
(Mean Down Time MDT) and related costs [29]. Based on the literature [3, 13, 20, 24, 25] and data collected from MPK in Lublin, it has
been assumed that the operational availability will be defined in this
study according to the following formula:
K g (t ) =
where:

Nz − Nn
× 100
Nz

(1)

Nz – is the number of technical objects available for use in a
given operating period in a given transport system;
Nn – is the number of technical objects unavailable for use in a
given operating period in a given transport system.

The aim of evaluating operational availability of buses is usually
to predict if a given technical object will be available in the future and
if a transport task can be executed.
This paper applies the analysis of variance to availability of a
technical system. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was formulated
by Fisher in the 1920s [11, 22]. The method allows us to evaluate the
influence of independent classifying factor xj (j=1,…, m) on distribution of the dependent variable y. The analysis enables verifying if
average values of the variable y for many samples are comparable.
The analysis of variance was used by many authors such as [1, 7, 15]
usually as a complementary analysis.
Based on the results of calculations, a zero hypothesis has to be
verified with respect to equality of average values of the dependent
variable for all k levels of the classifying factor:
H 0 : y1 = y2 = … = yk
where:

(2)

yi (i = 1,…k ), refers to an average value of the discussed variable for the k-th level of factor.

An alternative hypothesis H1 is that at least two from the averages
y1,…yk are different, thus:
yi (i = 1,…k )

(3)

The one-factor ANOVA is used to check the statistical significance between independent groups based on differences in variance
between the groups or within them. In the paper, the analysis of vari-
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ance between groups MS Effect was applied according to the following sum of square equations [25]:
p

n

SSall = ∑ i =1 ∑ j =1 ( yij − y ) 2
p

(5)

n

(6)

SSbetween = n∑ i =1 ( yi − y ) 2
p

(4)

SS within = ∑ i =1 ∑ j =1 ( yij − yi ) 2

The degree of freedom DF between the groups is equal to the
number of groups reduced by one. Inside the groups it is equal to the
number of observations minus the number of groups. The MS variance is equal to the quotient of the sum of squares of freedom degrees.
At the same time, the variance test is based on designation of the statistics F=SSbetween/SSwithin. The higher the F statistic is, the greater
influence it has.
Assumptions that are fundamental for the analysis of variance include:
–– measurability of dependent variables on a quantitative scale;
–– independence of random variables in the analysed groups;
–– normality of distribution of the dependent variable for each factor;
–– homogeneity of variance for each factor.
In order to verify the thesis about normal distribution of the dependent variable, one of the following statistic tests can be used: χ2,
Shapiro-Wilk’s, Lilliefor’s or a similar one using the quantile curve
[8]. In order to verify the thesis about homogeneity of variance, the
following tests can be applied: Levene’s, Barlett’s, Cochran’s. Levene’s test is the most resistant to deviations from normal probability
distribution of the results, however Barlett’s test works better when
the criterion of normal distribution of the results is met.

3. Details of the study
The study was performed on 22 Mercedes-Benz 628 Conecto LF
buses and 20 Solaris Urbino 12 buses. All buses were observed from
the first day of their operation. The initial maintenance mileage was
low and comparable for both makes of vehicles. The studies were
conducted under natural conditions over 6 years of operation (20082014). The operational availability of the buses was recorded over
calendar time from the first to the seventy-second month of operation. This corresponded to a total maintenance mileage equal to 7.73
million km for all 20 Solaris buses and 7.29 million km for all 22
Mercedes buses, respectively. An average monthly mileage from the
last 72 months of operation was 6096 km for Solaris buses and 6464
km for Mercedes buses.

4. Empirical results
The operational availability factor of Solaris and Mercedes-Benz
buses with regards to calendar time as a function of monthly operating time is presented in Figure 1. In the first period of operation
(warranty), thus up till approx. the twentieth month of operation, the
availability of Solaris buses was 0.897 on average. Afterwards, the
factor started to decrease, reaching in the sixty-second month of operation the lowest value – 0.700. An average operational availability
for the whole study period was 0.870 for Solaris buses and 0.908 for
Mercedes buses, respectively. The average availability of Mercedes
buses was higher only by 3.8% and was equal to 0.909 at a standard deviation of 0.059. The paper [6] analyzes the factors related to
maintenance costs of buses, including the costs of fluids, repair and
maintenance services.
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Table 1. Results of Levene’s test for warranty and post-warranty periods

Operating
period
warranty
postwarranty

Variable

operational
availability

Levene’s test of variance homogeneity
Marked effects are significant
with p < 0.05000

Effect

vehicle’s
make

MS Effect

MS Error

F

p

0.00003

0.00077

0.04228 0.83801

0.00188

0.00088

2.12498 0.14836

Table 2. Results of Hartley, Bartlett and Cochran tests for warranty and postwarranty periods
Fig. 1. Operational availability Kg of buses versus operating time (months)

Operating period
warranty
postwarranty

Fig. 2. Box plot of dependent variable – availability of uses (S-Solaris, MMercedes) in warranty (G) and post-warranty (P) periods

Test of variance homogeneity
Variable

Effect

operational
availability

vehicle’s
make

Hartley

Cochran

Bartlett

DF

p

1.1540

0.5357

0.1129

1

0.7369

1.6325

0.6201

2.6802

1

0.1016

The analysed variables are measurable and independent, therefore, the two first assumptions of variance analysis are met. Factors
such as a make of a bus and warranty and post-warranty periods are
independent. The Kg factor is measurable. The normal probability
of distribution (third fundamental assumption) in the studied groups
of data was evaluated, creating categorized normal probability plots
for each group (a make of a bus). Given that according to ShapiroWilk’s test the significance level in all four cases is higher, p>α=0.05,
there are no grounds for rejecting the zero hypothesis (H0) on the
normal probability of distribution of operational availability of vehicles (Fig. 3).
Next, the fourth assumption on variance homogeneity was verified. Tables 1 and 2 show the probability results with respect to effect
(a make of a bus) and type of operating period: warranty and postwarranty. Analyzing the obtained data by means of two normal probability tests, there are no grounds for rejection of the zero hypothesis
in both operating periods of the analysed vehicles. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the assumption on homogeneity of variance is met
in all four cases.
The one-way variance analysis was conducted to examine the influence of a make of a bus on the vehicle’s operational availability in
two operating periods: warranty and post-warranty. It can be concluded from Table 3 that the significance level p for the vehicle’s make in
the warranty period is higher than 0.05, thus p = 0.0929, therefore there
Table 3. Results of one-way analysis of variance in warranty and post-warranty
operating periods
Operating
period

Fig. 3. Categorized normal probability plots in warranty (G) and post-warranty (P) periods

The outliers in specific periods of vehicle use were verified and
excluded from further calculations. The results of operational availability divided into two groups: warranty (1-24 months) and post-warranty (25-72 months), are presented in Figure 2. In order to verify the
significance of differences in average operational availability of both
makes of buses, a one-way analysis of variance was conducted.

warranty

postwarranty

Effect

Univariate significance tests for the dependent
variable: technical availability
SS

DF

MS

F

p

free
term

38.805

1

38.805

15498.3

0.0000

vehicle’s
make

0.007

1

0.007

2.95

0.0929

error

0.113

45

0.0025

-

-

free
term

73.22

1

73.22

30934

0.0000

vehicle’s
make

0.053

1

0.053

22.58

0.0000

error

0.215

91

0.002

-

-
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Fig. 4. Operational availability interaction curve in the operating warranty
periods for Mercedes (M) and Solaris (S) buses

Fig. 6. Operational availability interaction curve for “operating periods”:
Solaris buses in warranty and post-warranty periods

Fig. 5. Operational availability interaction curve in the operating post-warranty periods for Mercedes (M) and Solaris (S) buses

Fig. 7. Operational availability interaction curve for “operating periods”:
Mercedes buses in warranty and post-warranty periods

The test results of variance analysis are confirmed
by interaction curve (Figs. 4 and 5). The
Table 4. Results of Levene’s test for operating period
curve illustrates the confidence intervals of 95%
and average availability for the analysed operLevene’s test of variance homogeneity
Operating
Marked
effects
are
significant
with
p
<
0.05000
ating periods. The average availability of MerVariable
Effect
period
cedes buses in the warranty and post-warranty
MS Effect
MS Error
F
p
periods is higher than that of Solaris buses, and
Solaris
warranty and
0.0001
0.0009
0.0941
0.7600
a relative difference is 2.5% and 4.8% for the
operational
post-warranty
given operating period.
availability
Mercedes
0.0011
0.0007
1.4371
0.2348
period
The following stage of variance analysis was
conducted for the investigated operating periods,
i.e. warranty and post-warranty. The
Table 5. Results of Hartley, Bartlett and Cochran tests for “operating period”
normal probability test results were
confirmed as per Fig. 3. Tables 4 and
Test
of
variance
homogeneity
Operating
Variable
Effect
5 list the probability values of tests of
period
Hartley
Cochran
Bartlett
DF
p
homogeneity assumptions of variance
Solaris
warranty and
1.2641
0.5583
0.3999
1
0.5271
for classifying the effect of “operatoperational
post-warranty
ing period”. Analyzing the obtained
availability
Mercedes
1.4903
0.5984
1.2134
1
0.2707
period
results by means of two normal probability tests, there are no grounds for
rejection of the zero hypothesis that
are no grounds for rejection of the zero hypothesis (H0). This indicates
p > 0.05. The assumption of homogeneity of variance is therefore met
that the average operational availability in the warranty period for busin all four cases.
es of both analysed makes does not differ significantly. The probability
A one-way analysis of variance was conducted to investigate the
that F = 22.58 in the post-warranty period equals p = 0.0000. It means
influence of “operating period” on operational availability of Solaris
that with the test statistics assumed to be p = 0.05, the zero hypothesis
and Mercedes buses. It can be concluded from Table 6 that the sig(H0) should be rejected and an alternative hypothesis (H1) should be
nificance level p for Solaris buses is lower than expected, as it equals
adopted on statistically significant difference of averages in individual
p=0.0148, therefore the zero hypothesis on equal averages should be
groups in the post-warranty period. It can therefore be concluded that
rejected. This demonstrates a significant difference in operational
for the post-warranty period the value of operational availability difavailability of Solaris buses in the warranty and post-warranty periods.
fers significantly for both analysed makes of buses.
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1. The average operational availability of
a Mercedes bus in the warranty and postUnivariate significance tests for the dependent variable:
warranty periods does not differ significantly,
Operating
operational availability
Effect
whereas the average operational availability
period
SS
DF
MS
F
p
of a Solaris bus differ significantly for the
analysed period.
free term
48.84
1
48.84
17853.6
0.000
2. Under warranty period, the average opwarranty and postSolaris
0.0171
1
0.0171
6.26
0.0148
erational availability of Solaris vehicles was
warranty period
0.896, while that of Mercedes vehicles was
error
0.1860
68
0.0027
0.913. A relative difference was 1.7%. The
free term
51.87
1
51.87
24829.5
0.0000
results of Hartley’s, Bartlett’s, Cochran’s and
Levene’s tests demonstrate that the difference
warranty and postMercedes
0.0016
1
0.0016
0.75
0.3902
is statistically insignificant.
warranty period
3. In the post-warranty period, the avererror
0.1421
68
0.0021
age operational availability of Solaris buses
was 0.857, while that of Mercedes buses was
0.906. A relative difference was 4.9%. The
results of Hartley’s, Bartlett’s, Cochran’s and
For Mercedes buses p is higher than expected, p =0.3902, therefore
Levene’s test demonstrate that the difference is statistically
there are no grounds for rejecting the zero hypothesis. The average
significant.
operational availability of Mercedes in the warranty and post-war4. Such an analysis taking account of warranty and post-warranranty periods does not differ significantly. The test results of variance
ty periods allows us to use operational availability index when
analysis are also confirmed by the interaction curve (Figs. 6 and 7).
evaluating the usefulness of maintenance quality of buses.
This is important with respect to investment when making a
5. Conclusions
choice of a bus make to purchase.
Based on the conducted studies, the following conclusions have
been formulated:
Table 6. Results of one-way analysis of variance for “operating period”
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